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Ian Walker Abu Dhabi Volvo Ocean Race Skipper
45,000 nautical miles around the world,
crossing four oceans, battling it out against
the world’s greatest sailors – all whilst being
#LifejacketSafe
The task Ian Walker and Crewsaver set themselves
when designing the lifejackets for the Abu Dhabi
VOLVO Ocean Race Team was to make lifejackets
that the team would wear. As every offshore racer
will know, the demands out at sea can be tough, and
the reality of wearing a lifejacket when the pressure
is on means racing teams don’t always choose the
safest option.
However, for Ian Walker and his team, this simply
wasn’t an option. He wanted to ensure that, even
during the toughest racing, his team were equipped
with lifejackets that they would wear, and that they
could wear throughout the 2014/15 Volvo Ocean
Race.
45,000 nautical miles around the world, crossing four oceans, battling it out against the world’s greatest sailors – all whilst being #LifejacketSafe

the regular checks you’d perform on your car before
heading off on a long journey; checking tyre pressure,
water, topping up the oil etc. Whereas an annual service for your lifejacket is more like your car’s MOT;
a more thorough check, testing different elements.”
Lifejacket manufacturers recommend that you have
your lifejackets serviced at an authorised service centre. This way you can ensure that the people servicing
your lifejacket have undergone training for that particular manufacturer’s products, have access to the
correct manuals, spare parts etc.

AT YOUR SERVICE!
Guy Page, Training Manager at
Crewsaver, talks about why lifejacket
servicing matters.

annual service. To understand more about servicing
and maintenance, we talked to Guy Page, Training
Manager at Crewsaver.

Your lifejacket’s annual service, albeit not mandatory,
is vitally important in terms of safety. Regular maintenance and routine checks carried out by the lifejacket
user are important but don’t replace the need for an

To help demystify lifejacket maintenance and servicing, Guy starts off by using a motoring analogy, “We
like to think of maintenance and servicing in terms
of cars. Routine maintenance on a lifejacket is like

By not using an authorised service centre you could
potentially be giving your lifejacket the chance to fail.
Unauthorised service centres may not use genuine
parts from your lifejacket manufacturer, and these
may end up damaging your lifejacket – all lifejacket
spare parts are not made equal!
Guy comments, “We’ve seen lifejackets fitted with
the wrong type of firing head by an unauthorised
service centre. One lady had ten lifejackets that had
been fitted with an incompatible firing head. Luckily
she noticed that the head looked different and got in
touch with us at Crewsaver, had she not spotted this

Continues on Page 2.
then the result could have been disastrous.”
“We’ve also seen unauthorised service centres miss
things like holes in lifejackets, and conduct testing
with the lifejackets on the floor! This is a definite ‘no’,
as apart from the fact that this means that the lifejackets are picking up all the dirt off the floor, and could
get trodden on, pressure is affected by temperature
so being tested on a cold concrete floor just doesn’t
work or produce an accurate result.”
Continues on Page 5.
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Q&A
Ian Walker Abu Dhabi Volvo
Ocean Race Skipper
#LifejacketSafe Ambassador, Alison Willis

65 and wanted to try to mitigate against that risk.

Continued from page 1. We were lucky enough to
his team #LifejacketSafe during the race.
#LifejacketSafe: Ian, looking back on your
win in the 2014/15 VOLVO Ocean Race, how
have things changed for you since that victory?
Ian Walker: Life hasn’t changed too much although I

sionally on some great boats but haven’t raced again
offshore since the race end. My life will soon change
a lot as I am taking on the role of Director of Racing
at the RYA. This is a very important role that will bring
me back to my upbringing of Olympic sailing, enable
me to focus on helping youth sailing and the sport in
general. It will mean the end of my professional racing
career – at least for now.
#LifejacketSafe: We are here today to talk
about lifejackets. What were the problems
you were having with your lifejackets before
and why weren’t your team wearing them?
Ian Walker: There are several reasons people don’t
wear lifejackets especially on race boats. Reasons
include the fact they used to go off by accident, they
took too long to put on (especially in the dark), they
felt too bulky and could be uncomfortable after long
periods (chaffing the neck).
#LifejacketSafe: Why was encouraging your
team to wear their lifejackets important to
you?
Ian Walker: As the skipper you are fundamentally responsible for your crew’s safety and wellbeing. I didn’t
want to be the one having to explain to a wife or child
why their partner / daddy wasn’t coming home. I saw
man overboard as the principle risk aboard a VOLVO

#LifejacketSafe: How did you overcome the
issues you were having with your lifejackets?

The sailors would wear harnesses but not lifejackets.
I wanted to make the lifejacket more like a harness,
but with more safety features and the added benefit

Ian Walker: That’s a good point. Lifejacket develop-

Lifejackets so comfortable you forget you’re wearing

jacket of choice for many rescue services, defence

them. Class leading buoyancy, fast turn speeds and

operatives and commercial organisations.

the unique cutaway design, all set the ErgoFit range

A key feature of the Crewfit was the positioning of

apart.

60 years of pioneering lifejackets

ment by Crewsaver. Many of the key concepts and

#LifejacketSafe Ambassador, Alison Willis

design of Crewsaver’s lifejackets today.
returnable mouth inflator’ and the recommendation
was that you partially inflated it before wearing! The

FUSION 3D NEXT GENERATION 2014

the philosophy behind the Crewfit have influenced the

CREWSAVER CREWFIT 2000s

brochure also suggests it ‘can be worn either over or
under sailing clothes’, a point on which advice has
Ian Walker: Of course, the safer, the better – that

was it easy to make that particular crew of

means looking at buoyancy ratings, additional safety

celebrities wear their lifejackets? And what

features etc. Technology really has come on a lot

was your favourite moment from that chal-

from what it was ten, or even just five years ago.

lenge?

completely changed. However, dig a little deeper

Ian Walker: We had so much fun. The celebrities

works if you actually wear it - so first and foremost

were really game and my crew did a fantastic job with

would be usability and comfort so that you end up

them. It wasn’t hard to make them wear lifejackets as

with a lifejacket you’re actually going to wear. Also

the boat was a totally alien environment so they had

think about accessibility and where you store them

no idea when or where the risks were. After all we

onboard. They should be personal (named and fit-

were on TV so needed to also set a good example to

ted), in date and it’s a good idea if you know how to

the millions of people watching! If you exclude mak-

repack or maintain them. It’s worth the effort as one

ing tea in bed (bunk) for Suzy Perry, I think my favourite moment was sailing up the River Thames and

doing Hell on High Seas for BBC Sport Relief,

and manufactured, Crewsaver’s Crewfit range had

features that make Crewsaver lifejackets enduringly

a makeover. Using the same Fusion 3D technology

popular. The design offered the user ‘complete free-

that was developed with the ErgoFit range, Crews-

dom of movement’ and a loop adjustment on

priority, to ensure we wore them. A lifejacket only

#LifejacketSafe: Finally, we know you had fun

In 2014, 30 years after it was originally designed

and you find that this product has echoes of the

Not many sailing boats get the bridge opened for
them and come through letting flares off!

lifejackets including the Crewfit Sport and Crewfit

sized person’ - benefits that can also be found in

Pro. Affordable, 3D designed lifejackets with a focus

Crewsaver’s newest lifejackets, the Fusion 3D range.

on Crewsaver’s core values of comfort, style and performance. With this product, Crewsaver opened up

CREWSAVER SEAFIRE 1970s

the market making comfortable Fusion 3D-designed

PIONEERING PRODUCTS

lifejackets accessible.

From heavy gauge PVC to airflow technology. We’ve
come a long way since lifejackets were offered with

HIGH PROFILE DESIGN INFLUENCE

only oral inflation as an option and, while lifejacket
technology has developed hugely, the need to produce lifejackets that people will want to wear has
remained unchanged. Crewsaver celebrates its 60th
anniversary in 2017. Not many companies can claim
such a pedigree; pioneering products, design in-

After more than two years of testing and refining,

1997 - the RNLI collaborates with Crewsaver to

Crewsaver, with its Crewfit 190N Advanced lifejacket,

produce the first generation bespoke lifejacket for

introduced to the world its first ergonomically

its lifeboat crews.

designed bladder. The Crewfit 190N Advanced,

2008 – Alex Thomson tests the Crewfit 190N

which was tested by Alex Thomson during the final

Advanced lifejackets in the final design and

design and development stages, offered an unrivalled

volvement from high profile sailors and 60 years of

level of protection to the wearer. The unique inflation

innovation.

ergofit

aver added to its complete lifejacket range with new

the back strap meant that the lifejackets could fit ‘any

bladder featured dual asymmetric lobes to provide
faster in-water turning performance. The 150N

CREWSAVER LIFEVEST 1959

rated bladder outperformed the existing approval
and offered 190N worth of buoyancy. This increase

Crewsaver’s commercial credentials were built on
products like the Seafire. Designed for offshore work,
and to comply with the Department of Trade’s requirements for offshore lifejackets, the Seafire was

out there, how important do you feel it is for

ing one, is that good enough?

the neck, giving the user total freedom of movement.

not only for the leisure user, but also became the life-

years of history, was the result of four years develop-

#LifejacketSafe: There are many lifejackets

they are wearing or, as long as they are wear-

that are moulded to the shape of your body and sit off

the benchmark for design and function of lifejackets

The Crewfit, which has now celebrated more than 30

of providing flotation if you fell overboard.

sailors to be mindful about what lifejacket

Fusion 3D technology. Fusion 3D creates lifejackets

and proved enduringly popular. It quickly became

nomical and user-friendly safety product.

weren’t wearing the supplied lifejackets. The most
comfortable, but also make them easier to put on.

styling and shape revolutionised lifejacket design

a simple job requiring no tools, making it a very eco-

Ian Walker: We had to try to tackle the reasons we
important thing was to redesign them to be more

again; launched in 2012 the range introduced new

compact and once used, rearming and re-packing is

in particular when we passed through Tower Bridge.

New Year’s Honours List. I have been racing profes-

With ErgoFit, Crewsaver challenged the market

the world’s first gas operated air-only lifejacket. The

area free from obstruction. The whole design is very

day it may save your life!

did receive the honour of being made an MBE in the

1984 saw the launch of Crewsaver’s iconic Crewfit,

the buoyancy chambers which keep the central body

However, for the team and myself, comfort was the

catch up with Ian to find out more about how he kept
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also pioneering in terms of its design. It was unique

It’s what’s inside
that counts

at its time in that it was a dual chamber lifejacket that

production stages, creating a lifejacket that is
tailor-made to the needs of racing sailors ahead of
his first Vendée Globe campaign.
2014 – Ian Walker gives his input into the design
of the ErgoFit Extreme. This was the lifejacket

in buoyancy, combined with an overlapping design,

worn by the Abu Dhabi Ocean Race team in the

overcame the issues encountered by the wearing

2014/15 Volvo Ocean Race, which, skippered

of heavy waterproof clothing which can trap air and

by Ian, they went on to win. Ian’s input resulted

hinder the turning capability of the lifejacket.

in custom-designed, comfortable lifejackets that
the team wanted to wear. As the lifejackets were

ERGOFIT RANGE 2010s

individually adjusted to each user, it was key that
the team could easily find their own kit, hence

offered automatic inflation of both chambers. Its front

the practical additions of team numbers to the

panel was made with a fire resistant material making

lifejackets, and hanging loops so they could be

it ideal when welding or working in high fire risk areas.

hung up and easily found below deck (read our
Q&A with Ian Walker on pages 1 and 2)

ment has certainly given us a lot more choice and I

CREWSAVER CREWFIT 1980s

don’t even understand the difference between all of

2015 – Artemis Racing appoints Crewsaver as

them! Speak to a lifejacket manufacturer, local resell-

its Technical Supplier and works with Crewsaver

er or an organisation like the RYA or the RNLI. Boat

to develop the new ErgoFit 50N EX buoyancy

shows are also great for talking over your options and

aid and Artemis Racing BA2. Key developments

trying out a range of lifejackets.

resulted from the team’s input; for example the
addition of body armour and attachment points for

#LifejacketSafe: Do you have any advice for

Crewsaver’s 1959 Lifevest may seem a world away

sailors, in particular those going offshore,
when choosing their own lifejackets?

ergofit 19opro

ergofit 19ooc

ergofit 29ooc

ergofit 29oex

from lifejackets available today. For example, it was
inflated by the wearers themselves using a ‘non-

spare air - all of which are available to consumers.
2017 – Crewsaver is appointed Official Safety
Provider to the 35th America’s Cup.
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LIFEJACKET
PACKAGE
ErgoFit 290N EX Lifejacket
2-hook 2m Safety Line
ErgoFit Safety Knife
Spare Lifejacket Rearming Kit
Lifejacket Servicing Voucher

are five or even ten years out of date!”

“We’ve seen lifejackets with gaffer tape stuck on them
to cover holes and with patches sewn on them!” says
Guy, “One lifejacket we saw (that had been used in a
commercial environment) had patches all over it as it
had numerous little nicks in the fabric!”

5/ Check the chamber itself is in good working
order

2/ Check the webbing for tears, twists etc

Keep your lifejacket inflated for a minimum of four
hours and check for any changes after that time.

3/ Check buckles are in good working order

WORTH
£440

ULTIMATE







advice, and replace it.

Twisted webbing puts undue strain on the stitching,
which in turn could tear and expose the crucial safety
equipment inside your lifejacket.

WIN THE

“One thing we see a lot is broken plastic buckles.
This occurs where people have left their lifejacket lying around and a plastic buckle has been trodden on
and cracked,” says Guy.

How to Survive Cold
Water Shock
FREE LIFEJACKET
SERVICING VOUCHER

Advice from the Royal National Lifeboat Institution (RNLI)
Summer air temperatures may be warm but the average UK sea temperature is just 12oC, with many
rivers being even colder. Cold water shock is a physiological response, which causes uncontrollable
gasping that increases the risk of aspirating water
and, in extreme cases, cardiac arrest. It can set in
at any temperature below 15oC. Prolonged exposure
to cold water can then start to numb the limbs and
make it difficult to stay afloat and swim. Cold water
shock is commonly confused with hypothermia, but
the latter only starts to occur after around 30 minutes in cold water, by which time many people may
have already drowned.

Are you #LifejacketSafe

If you fall into cold water unexpectedly, fight your
instinct to panic, thrash about or swim hard as this
increases the chances of water entering your lungs,
increases strain on the heart, cools the skin, and lets
air escape from clothing which reduces buoyancy.
The initial shock will pass quite quickly (within 60–
90 seconds) and when you have regained control
of your breathing, you can decide on your next steps.
Depending on the situation this could be shouting for
help, swimming to safety or continuing to float until
help arrives.

How a lifejacket will help
you survive cold water
shock



Keep your airway clear The
buoyancy
and
turning
capacity of a lifejacket increases
the distance between the waterline
and your airway. So, when you
do gasp, the chances of inhaling
water or spray are greatly reduced



Keep you afloat –
This will reduce the extra strain
on your heart caused by thrashing
and swimming hard

TOP TIP:

If you are intending to enter cold water, acclimatise
gradually in shallow water before venturing out deeper. Better still, wear a personal flotation device such
as a lifejacket and thermal protection that will reduce
the impact of cold water shock.

Find out if you’re #LifejacketSafe by taking
part in the #LifejacketSafe Challenge!
Every entry will automatically be entered into the prize draw to
WIN the ultimate lifejacket safety package, worth over £440!
The package not only includes Crewsaver’s top-of-the-range
ErgoFit 290N EX lifejacket, but also contains a safety line, spare rearming kit,
safety knife and servicing voucher!
To take the challenge and for the chance to win the ultimate lifejacket safety
package, visit:

www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/LifejacketSafe

www.crewsaver.com

Flying with your lifejacket?
If you are intending to take your lifejacket with you on
board an aircraft you may wish to read the following
advice to ensure a hassle-free journey.

in advance of your flight or booking and clarify with
them their position on the carriage of lifejackets fitted
with CO2 gas cylinders.

You may not be aware, but travelling with inflatable
lifejackets on board aircrafts can be difficult due to
the fitted CO2 gas cylinders. These are classed under the International Air Transport Association (IATA)
Dangerous Goods Regulations and require you to
get approval from the operator before taking them
on board.
This means that you MUST contact your operator

Crewsaver lifejackets and their components conform
to current legislation as laid out by IATA guidelines.
Head to the Crewsaver website to download the letter of conformity explaining about the gas cylinder
and copy of the IATA Dangerous Goods Regulations.
These documents can be presented to the carrier following a confirmation that they are happy for you to
take these products on board.

View the letter of conformity and IATA Dangerous Goods Regulations at: http://crewsaver.com/uk/
support/
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4/ Check if the lifejacket is armed

AT YOUR
SERVICE!
Guy Page, Training Manager at Crewsaver, talks
about why lifejacket servicing matters.

Continuing from page 1. Authorised service centres will have access to the correct service manuals
for your lifejacket. These highly technical documents
are a key tool for the lifejacket service engineer. They
explain all the checks to do, how to reassemble the
lifejacket and repack it correctly. Straightforward as
it sounds, a lifejacket repacked incorrectly by an unauthorised service centre, due to the lack of correct
service manuals, can have dire consequences. Incorrectly packed lifejackets can slow down performance
and could damage parts of the lifejacket like the
sprayhood, or put undue pressure on components
causing cylinders to use more energy to fire.
Crewsaver is part of the Survitec Group, at all Survitec service centres lifejackets are serviced at test
level for a more thorough testing process. This
means, for example, that lifejackets are inflated to
test pressure and kept at that pressure throughout
the test. A service is also an opportunity for components to be stripped down, so that all the valves and
seals, normally hidden behind various components,
are also tested. Just like an MOT, an authorised service centre will keep a test report recording how the
lifejacket performed. Then in the event of an issue,
this test report can be consulted.

5 routine checks that you
should be performing
Checking your lifejacket for wear should be second
nature. It should be done every time you are going
to be using it, and certainly before a long passage.
Here we run through some of the routine checks you
should be doing regularly between your annual service dates.

DID YOU KNOW?
You can achieve approximately 70
millibars of pressure when inflating your
lifejacket orally.
Under test pressure, your lifejacket will
be under 200 millibars of pressure.
This just shows how vital it is that
you subject your lifejacket to this test
environment pressure to really put
it through its paces with an annual
service.
1/ Does my lifejacket look fit for purpose?
Check that there is no damage to the outer cover.
The outer cover protects the crucial safety equipment
inside your lifejacket so any damage to the cover
could potentially indicate interior damage too, or a
weak point where damage is likely to occur.
Never try to patch a lifejacket. A cover shouldn’t be
repaired because the repair will create a weak point
where the lifejacket could potentially fail. So if you see
damage, don’t use your lifejacket, seek professional

Indicator windows on newer lifejackets make this
easy. Check for green indicators and if they are showing red then investigate why this is – has the lifejacket
been used? Is the firing cylinder empty? Or is the firing system loose?
If you don’t have an indicator window then open up
your lifejacket and check for a green indicator on the
firing head (this will look different depending on the
type of inflation mechanism you have – Manual, Standard Automatic or Hammar – so check your manual).
You also need to double check that the firing capsule
is in date. These have a life of around three to five
years so it’s important that your capsule is in date or
it may not work. This is not an ‘advisory’ date, but
a definite ‘expiry’ date. If your capsule doesn’t even
have a date then it’s definitely very old and shouldn’t
be used.

NEW BOAT?
CHECK YOUR
LIFEJACKETS!
When a set of lifejackets comes
with your new boat, always make
checking the date on the firing
capsules one of the first things you
do, as you won’t know when these
lifejackets were purchased – even if
they look great!
Guy explains, “Older capsules carry a risk of misfire.
The material inside the capsule can harden causing
a slower response to firing; this can be as much as
15 to 20 seconds longer. We’ve seen capsules on
lifejackets that people have brought in to shows that

Lifejacket Top Tips
A lifejacket is a critical piece of safety equipment and should be treated as such. Read our tips below
to find out how to treat your kit right!




Keep your lifejacket off the floor (don’t risk it getting trodden on!)
Ensure you take your lifejacket off correctly, undoing all buckles
Avoid carrying heavy items when wearing your lifejacket so you don’t subject
it to undue wear “We met someone who always carried their outboard motor
over their shoulder while wearing their lifejacket, unsurprisingly their lifejacket
was damaged by wear in the shoulder area, but the fabric was also damaged
by the oil that came from the outboard”



Encourage your children not to use their foam lifejackets as a seat or to stand
on – compressing the foam in this way can damage it over time.



Always ensure your lifejacket is completely dry (inside and out) before storing
to avoid any metal components getting rusty

Open up your lifejacket and inflate it using the oral
tube.

NEVER!
Never use a foot pump or compressed
air to inflate your lifejacket as you could
damage the valve. Valves intended
for oral inflation won’t cope with the
high pressure from inflation by these
methods.

We asked Guy what he thought was the biggest
myth about lifejackets that needed debunking.
He was unequivocal, the fact that people believe that lifejackets will always go on working
no matter how old they are!
“People bring lifejackets to boat shows to show us
that are 20 years old or more. Because they look
brand new, and may have had little wear and haven’t
been fired before, they believe that they’ll work fine.
However, the components within the lifejacket will not
have been made to last that long and will have expired, gone brittle or put simply, not work any more.”
If your lifejacket is over 20 years old, it’s time to
change it. Sailing kit has undergone huge technological advances. Older lifejackets were designed for a
different environment – heavier clothing, rather than
layers that trap air, boots that pulled your legs down
rather than helped them float – buoyancy in newer
lifejackets is designed to work with the kit that people
are wearing now so older lifejackets simply aren’t designed for modern use.
The #LifejacketSafe crew asked Guy what the oddest lifejacket question he’d come across was, “I am
sometimes asked ‘Can I put my lifejacket in a washing machine?’ (that’s a definite no, by the way), but
occasionally we have been asked the same question
in a roundabout way, one gentleman wanted some
advice, ‘I’ve put my lifejacket in the washing machine,
now how do I get it out?!’ That was an expensive
mistake costing him not only a new lifejacket but a
new washing machine as the lifejacket firing inside
the washing machine had distorted the drum!”
You can meet the Crewsaver team at boat shows or
visit www.crewsaver.com to find out how to get in
touch.

DID YOU KNOW?
You should always pack your
lifejacket at the top of your kit
bag – don’t risk damaging it by
squashing it into the bottom of
your bag.
You should always put your kit
bag in your car boot last, so
that there’s no risk of anything
heavy being put on top of it and
damaging your lifejacket.
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An Artemis Racing
buoyancy aid in
detail
6

shared by the everyday user and defence teams
alike. ‘Crewsaver has supplied defence-based lifejackets to a number of organisations around the
world, for obvious reasons they prefer to remain
nameless! What is interesting about them all however, is that their requirements tend to be very different.’
Nigel Parkes, Crewsaver Design Manager, shows us
a number of different defence lifejackets and tells us
about some of their unique features.

1

Lifejackets for Defence
Operatives
#LifejacketSafe Ambassador, Hannah Burywood
2

Artemis Racing helmsman Nathan Outteridge

Designing a
buoyancy aid
for an America’s
Cup team
#LifejacketSafe Ambassador, Hannah
Burywood

Artemis Racing
helmsman Nathan
Outteridge talks safety,
comfort & performance
The demands on the America’s Cup sailor are undoubtedly some of, if not they, toughest on the water.
2017 saw a real improvement in the safety equipment
worn by the teams and the safety support offered by
those working with them. With sailors falling off boats
and teams capsizing, we also saw it put to good use!
It was clear that teams who had worked with manufacturers and spent a lot of man-hours improving
their personal safety when out on the water.
Crewsaver, Technical Supplier to Artemis Racing,
supplied the Artemis Racing team with three bespoke
buoyancy aids during the 35th America’s Cup and
the World Series. New buoyancy aid technology improved upon previous designs in terms of comfort,
safety features and overall performance gains.
We caught up with Artemis Racing helmsman Nathan
Outteridge to get an insight into what the driving factors were behind the need for the three buoyancy aid
designs the team used and why it was important
for them to spend a large percentage of their time
investing in the design and redesign of these, and
finally, to find out if the end result was everything they
had hoped for.

Over the last few weeks a smaller group has begun
the planning stages of making another challenge in
New Zealand.
#LifejacketSafe: With regards to the buoyancy aid technology Artemis Racing adopted,
what were the key things you were looking
to develop?

4

Key Features
1

#LifejacketSafe: Did you achieve everything
you set out to achieve?

6

We’re still at the beginning of our journey. We know
that if we continue on the learning curve we’re on,
we’ll be able to take on the top teams when the next
America’s Cup comes around. We’re really excited
about the future.
#LifejacketSafe: What’s next for personal
safety & Artemis Racing?

2
3
4
5

7
8

Force Field CE level 2 full back protector
Articulated high-density foam to protect from front and side impacts
Stretch-to-fit designs
Approved to the CE ISO 12402 standard
High visibility shoulder panels and various equipment attachment points 		
providing easy access to safety knives and communication equipment
Airflow technology throughout as well as vented stretch mesh side panels
to allow the transfer of heat helping regulate body temperature during the 		
exertions of racing in a range of climates
Spare air attachment with integrated mouth piece
Shoulder mounted knife

Your Survival. Our Technology.
YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER
FOR SAFETY AND
SURVIVAL SOLUTIONS

SALES SERVICE HIRE

ergofit 5oex

Nathan: We truly believe we have the safest lifejackets available on the America’s Cup circuit however,
just like our performance, we will continue to look for
areas we can refine and to improve the design to ensure we remain as safe and comfortable as possible
whilst out on the water.

#LifejacketSafe: First of all congratulations
on a great performance at the 35th America’s
Cup. You certainly made it an exciting event
to watch. How do you feel now that the event
has come to a close and will be moving to
New Zealand?
Nathan: It’s been a strange few months since the
Cup ended. We have all been so busy for the last
four years, working as hard as we could to design
and build the fastest boat, and when we were eliminated by ETNZ everything came to an almost complete stop. It’s such a shock when that happens.

The XTP 290N is so much sleeker than the lifejackets we usually see. Nigel explains that its unique thin
design enables the lifejacket to be worn around other

We might not all be James Bond but it’s clear that
the top-end technology developed for defence operatives benefits everyday users, as it filters down to
the leisure lifejacket market, and with more wearable
tech coming into play these days, how long will it be
before we’re all wearing one of the uber-thin, sleek
lifejackets that we saw? You read it here first! We will
give black bladders a miss though…

7

Nathan: We had two categories of buoyancy aid. The
ErgoFit 50N, or Dinghy jacket, as we called it, which
had a zip up the front and was used sailing on the
AC45F during the Louis Vuitton America’s Cup World
Series, and a bigger jacket for the Turbos and AC50,
which was developed and then developed again, creating two generations of jacket.

Nathan: No, our goal was to win the America’s Cup
and we came up short. Having said that, we were
happy with our improvement from the previous Cup.

Something less likely to cross our minds initially is
the type of lifejacket that defence teams might use.
Here we explore what lifejacket requirements defence
teams have and how these differ from the requirements of an everyday leisure user. We take a look at
some very specific, never before seen features encompassed within defence teams’ lifejacket designs
and explore how some lifejacket safety technology is

3

Nathan: Our main focus was incorporating the buoyancy aid with the body protection gear that we had
worn in the past; we felt that combining the two into
one jacket would allow us to stay comfortable and to
perform better, which I believe it did.
#LifejacketSafe: We noticed you used three
different buoyancy aids in total, why so
many?

When someone says lifejacket to you what do
you think of?
A sleek modern ergonomic lifejacket, the yellow lifejacket an air hostess holds up during the on board
safety demonstration or, for those of us who have
ever been on a cruise ship, it might be one of those
large orange foam lifejackets that are stored in our
cabins.

equipment that may need to be worn or carried. Another lifejacket, the CDLF 290N, adopts the same
‘stealth’ black tone as the other lifejackets we’ve seen
but has a clever additional safety feature. Removable
reflective patches on the outer cover and folds on the
bladder mean that, when both inflated and uninflated,
the user can choose to be highly visible, ‘found’ in an
emergency situation, or ‘covert’ as required.
However, the feature that got us most excited was a
lifejacket that could accommodate a complete black
bladder, not designed for visibility or being found in
an emergency like most lifejackets, quite the opposite
in fact!
Looking at what’s inside, we were surprised to see
that the bladder technology used has the same advanced safety features as Crewsaver’s consumer
products (see technology in review, page 13 ); we
had assumed that solutions used here would be
more advanced than the industry standard. However
Nigel quickly puts us right, ‘we are constantly driving
forward the safety technology used in our products.
When we develop a new feature we are quick to look
at where else this feature can be utilised to advance
our other product ranges, hence why this bladder
technology is currently shared across the defence
and high-end consumer product ranges.’

5
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The ErgoFit safety knife (aka line cutter) is designed
to cut through materials such as rope and webbing,
making it highly effective should you ever find yourself
entangled. Make sure the knife is located in a position
that is accessible (even when the lifejacket is inflated).

CUSTOMISE
YOUR
LIFEJACKET
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A Spray Hood will further help to protect the wearer’s
airway in rough water conditions; Reducing the risk
of secondary drowning which can result from water
inhalation

The CSL light ensures optimum visibility at sea,
increasing the chances of the wearer being located
The Safety Line should be used in conjunction with
lifejackets that have an integrated harness attachment
point. Especially recommended if undertaking night
passages or during rough weather. Never harness
yourself to a vessel travelling at high speed.

Which Lifejacket When?
Whatever your circumstances, be sure to choose your lifejacket carefully. Whether you are selecting
for yourself, your crew or your family, you should consider worst–case scenarios and the type of
lifejacket everyone should be wearing for their ultimate safety overboard in that environment.

#LifejacketSafe Ambassador, Hazel Proudlock
Lifejackets come in many shapes and sizes but there
are integral safety features all designs have in common, no matter what brand you’re looking at.

A PLB sends a distress signal to the official COSPASSARSAT search & rescue (SAR) network. Learn more
about PLB’s on page 10

For example, a gas lifejacket that is ISO approved
must include retro reflective tape, an accessible whistle and a lifting becket.
All other features such as a light and hood are
optional extras, which may or may not be included
when you pick a lifejacket off the shelf. Make sure
you know what your lifejacket includes and how
everything works.

Example: Crewfit 165N Sport with added spray hood and CSL light

When the lifejacket inflates, the Lifesaver floats out
onto the water and is easy for the rescuer to grab
with a boathook. The rescuer can then secure the
man overboard (MOB) to the boat while they set up
their retrieval rig

An AIS MOB device sends an immediate notification
to the parent or neighbouring vessels relating to a
man overboard (MOB) incident and provides a means
of location to determine the position of the MOB. See
page 10 to learn more

Don’t forget to pack your spare rearming kit and store it somewhere dry and accessible – just in case!
IMPORTANT - All customisations must be based on compatible products and set up in accordance with manufacturer’s guidelines.

5 Minutes
with...

Buoyancy Rating: 50N
-

Swimmers only
Sheltered waters
Help at hand
This is a buoyancy aid and should not be
mistaken for a lifejacket

Intended for use by those who have help or a means
of rescue close at hand, and who are able to swim. A
device with 50N of buoyancy often has minimal bulk,
but requires active participation by the user and cannot
be expected to keep the user safe for a long period of
time overboard.

Ask yourself…
What type of boating activities am I involved in?
What type of conditions will I face?
What type of clothing will I be wearing?

Buoyancy Rating: 275N-290N
-

Sheltered > Offshore waters
Sheltered > Extreme conditions
Light > Special protective clothing
Heavy equipment

These are the highest performance lifejackets available
from Crewsaver approved to 275N and are designed
for offshore and ocean use.
Their high buoyancy offers maximum protection when
in severe weather conditions and are also the lifejacket
of choice when wearing heavy waterproof or foul
weather clothing.

50
The most challenging element we had to incorporate
into a design was the EBS (spare air) bottle into the
Artemis America’s Cup vests. We tried so many different positions before settling on two positions in the
end, because one just would not do!

Nigel Parkes
Crewsaver Design Manager

What’s your favourite lifejacket that you’ve
designed?

Buoyancy Rating: 100N Foam

Buoyancy Rating: 150N Air Foam

Buoyancy Rating: 150N-165N

Buoyancy Rating: 180N-190N

What is your key focus when designing a

Every single one, our team relishes the challenge.

- Sheltered > Offshore waters

- Sheltered > Offshore waters

Moving designs on, and learning from previous de-

- Sheltered waters
- Light clothing

- Sheltered > Offshore waters

lifejacket?

- Light > Foul weather clothing

- Light > Foul weather clothing

- Light > Foul weather clothing

These products are great for sheltered and coastal
waters and can be seen on the river bank, canal side,
beach or marina. The 100N foam device has inherent
buoyancy provided by integral foam, giving instant
reassurance and security.

These jackets come in either a foam only option offering 150N of inherent, permanent buoyancy or 150N
air foam option offering 100N inherent permanent
buoyancy with the option to inflate to 150N if required.

These lifejackets are ideal for everyday use including
cruising in coastal and offshore waters in clear weather
conditions. Approved to 150N standards, this category
includes the range of Crewfit 165N - 150N inflatable
lifejackets.

Approved to 150N standards, these Crewsaver lifejackets provide more support than the standard 150N
models, whilst maintaining minimal bulk. Suitable for:
inshore, coastal and offshore use.

signs, means the list of considerations just gets lonWhen designing any new lifejacket, it is particularly

ger. If I had to pick one, it’s the ErgoFit 290N Ocean

important to look at comfort and style to ensure that

and recently the evolution of the smaller ErgoFit 40lbs

people are going to want to wear it and do wear it.

designed to meet USCG (US) approval standards.

CREWSAVER’S
PYROTECHNIC RANGE

After all, lifejackets are useless unless worn.
Crewsaver’s advanced Fusion 3D technology moulds

What iconic item do you wish you’d designed?

to the shape of your body allowing the product to sit

(Not just marine safety equipment, anything!)

off the neck, and provides the user with total freedom
of movement. It creates a lifejacket so comfortable

Undoubtedly the “iphone” it’s iconic - product design

you will forget you’re even wearing it. Originally used

at its best. It’s simple, elegant and also very much

for the design of Ocean racing lifejackets, Crewsaver

function driven; but actually, I am personally inspired

expanded Fusion 3D technology to the whole range

by architecture and waterscapes – either rivers or

to create comfortable, safe options for every kind of

lakes and, of course, the sea.

Important: Wet weather clothing can trap air between the layers which can adversely affect the self-righting capacity of the lifejacket. Consider
the type of clothing that you will be wearing in worst-case scenarios when choosing a lifejacket.

recreational boater.
The Crewfit Pro, Crewfit Sport and Crewfit Junior

As a safety kit designer, what’s your number

were designed using this technology making them

one priority when it comes to lifejacket de-

an ideal choice for crews who want advanced tech-

sign?

nology and top-end performance solutions in a fun,
super comfortable lifejacket.

had to incorporate into a Crewsaver design?

DAY & NIGHT
DISTRESS SIGNAL

WHITE
HANDFLARE

RED
HANDFLARE

RED PARACHUTE
ROCKET

ORANGE
HANDSMOKE

LIFESMOKE

Can I have two? Making sure people want to wear
it and that it performs beyond expectations when

What’s the most challenging element you’ve

SKY-LITE RED
DISTRESS FLARE

needed.

Crewsaver pyrotechnics can be purchased individually or as a package
Inshore Pack Inshore Aerial Pack Coastal Pack Offshore Pack RORC Pack

Advert - SmartFind G8 AIS EPIRB_1_print_3mm_bleed_AllPrintedMarks.pdf 1 17.08.2017 16:04:03
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over the icon, highlighting exact location, distance
and bearing to locate person(s) in need of assistance.

A lifejacket with a harness attachment point is vitally
important given the remote locations involved and the
ocean currents that rowers may encounter. It is highly
recommended that all ocean rowers use a safety
line meaning they are attached to the boat at all
times. Last, but by all means not least, the lifejacket
must have a durable and long-lasting outer cover to
protect the important internal workings.

McMurdo has the answers
Sean McCrystal
Marketing Manager McMurdo

Whether you work or play on the water, having the
right search and rescue devices is critical for your
personal safety. Whilst an EPIRB will indicate the
location of the boat in the event of an emergency,
AIS Man Overboard devices (AIS MOB) and Personal
Locator Beacons (PLB) stay with the individual to
ensure their location is also tracked.
To help clarify the differences between these vital
safety tools, McMurdo has created this simple guide
with frequently asked questions to help you make the
right decision for your activity and environment.

Why should an AIS MOB device not be referred
to as a PLB?
The AIS MOB device provides real time positioning
to support localised rescue by using the Automatic
Identification System (AIS), an electronic navigation
system established originally as a collision avoidance
and safety system for commercial vessels. However,
AIS MOB devices are not part of the COSPAS
SARSAT dedicated emergency 406 frequency search
and rescue network and therefore should not be
referred to as PLBs.
When would you pick an AIS MOB or a PLB?

 Sends distress signal to official COSPAS-SARSAT
search & rescue (SAR) network

???

 Not primarily designed to aid local rescue
 Recommended for solo sailors and those operat-		
ing in remote locations away from local help

The Coxless Crew during their incredible challenge, rowing 8,446 miles unsupported across the Pacific Ocean

The Ocean Rower

Automatic Identification System Man Overboard
(AIS MOB) devices

#LifejacketSafe Ambassador, Sarah Douglas

Rowing an ocean – one of the world’s toughest and
most extreme challenges. Anyone taking this on
faces both physical and mental hardship and will
brave some of the world’s most dangerous stretches
of water. In the face of such a gruelling undertaking,
it’s no surprise that safety equipment needs to be
equally tough.

 Transmit distress signal to local vessels with AIS 		
receivers and AIS enabled chart plotters within a 4
mile radius (typically)
 Designed to aid in an emergency crew recovery
situation. Does not transmit distress signal to official search & rescue network
 Recommended for those operating where help
is close at hand, from crew or other local vessels
equipped with AIS receivers and AIS enabled
chart plotters

Extreme challenges often present themselves in the
guise of a race, and in rowing, the Talisker Whisky
Atlantic Challenge, is one of the toughest races
out there. Such is the focus on safety that the race
organisers take it upon themselves to issue each
and every competitor with a comprehensive safety

C

M

In a scenario where an MOB is sailing single handed,
with limited availability of localised support at the
time of an incident, the most reliable tool to raise the
alarm and seek outside assistance would be the use
of a 406 PLB with GPS, such as the FastFind 220.
The PLB effectively acts as the MOB’s direct line to
the coastguard via the COSPAS SARSAT search &
rescue (SAR) network.
A 406MHz PLB is not primarily designed as an aid to
a local recovery, whereas an AIS MOB device with its
localised alert would greatly increase your chances
of local identification and rescue by local vessels,
should such support be available.

DID YOU KNOW…

The International COSPAS-SARSAT
Programme is a group of 43 nations and
agencies dedicated to detecting and locating radio beacons for rescue. The system
utilises a network of satellites that provide
coverage anywhere on Earth. Distress alerts
are detected, located and forwarded to over
200 countries and territories at no cost to
beacon owners or the receiving government agencies. COSPAS-SARSAT was
conceived and initiated by Canada, France,
the United States, and the former Soviet
Union in 1979. The first rescue using the
technology of COSPAS-SARSAT occurred
in September 1982.

How does an AIS MOB interact with AIS
navigation plotters?
An AIS MOB, such as the SmartFind S20 is activated
in an emergency crew recovery situation. The alert
message is transmitted to all AIS receivers and
AIS enabled chart plotters within a 4 mile radius
(typically) and an AIS SART MOB icon normally
marks the survivor’s location. The precise target
survivor information including GPS position becomes
viewable when the chart plotter cursor is positioned

Ocean rowers are continuously exposed to the
elements in a traditional ocean rowing boat, whether
that means hot windless days where they sweat and
are covered in salt and sun cream, or rough, wet
weather where kit never dries. Both conditions have
the potential to damage the bladder or significantly
reduce the functionality and speed of the inflation
system. So, it’s important that teams’ lifejackets are
serviced by an approved service centre prior to any
challenge and that they follow manufacturer care and
maintenance guidelines.

Personal Location Beacon (PLB)

What is the purpose of an AIS MOB device?
AIS MOB devices provide immediate notification to
the parent or neighbouring vessels relating to a man
overboard (MOB) incident and provide a means of
location to determine the position of the MOB.
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Y

kit list and also stipulate the mandatory requirements
in the racing instructions. Survival suits, liferafts and
lifejackets with built-in spray hoods are just some of
the items required on-board a Talisker Whisky Atlantic
Challenge competitor’s boat.
There’s no doubt that the lifejacket is one of the key
pieces of safety equipment used in any ocean row.
Due to the repetitive nature of ocean-rowing and the
prolonged period the lifejacket will be worn, it must
be up to the challenge, as durable as the ocean
rowers are determined.
Team Crewsaver’s Coxless Crew took on a different

ocean, taking up the challenge of rowing across the
world’s largest ocean, the Pacific. Working closely
alongside the team before their Pacific row allowed
the Crewsaver Design Team to focus on the specific
day-to-day requirements of the ocean rower and to
design a lifejacket specifically tailored to the rowing
team.
“ErgoFit lifejackets are super comfy and made us
feel much safer when offshore” – Laura Penhaul,
Coxless Crew Skipper
The design of a lifejacket for an ocean rower is key.
A buoyancy rating of at least 275N is recommended,
given the chances of facing rough weather and
the lack of proximity to help. A light and hood are
essential, aiding visibility in the water and protecting
the wearer’s airway by providing a barrier from
spray, whilst an AIS beacon fitted inside the jacket
increases the chances, and speed, of being located.

Team
Crewsaver
At Crewsaver, we have had the privilege of working
with the most daring of ocean rowers, including
Coxless Crew, Doctors Adrift and the Ocean Reunion
Rowing Team to name but a few.
The ErgoFit 290N EX with a Hydrostatic (Hammar)
inflation mechanism is a popular lifejacket choice for
the ocean rowing teams we’ve worked with.
Crewsaver supplies all Team Crewsaver ocean
rowing teams with a specially modified version of
this lifejacket, designed for ocean rowers. Additional
reinforcement at key points on the lifejacket protects
against damage that could be caused by prolonged
wearing and the repetitive motion of ocean rowing.

CM

Rapid response - Q&A

MY

CY

I’m sailing solo, what do I need?
The most reliable tool to raise the alarm and
seek outside assistance would be the use of a
406 PLB with GPS, such as the FastFind 220.
The PLB effectively acts as your direct line to the
coastguard via the COSPAS SARSAT network.

CMY

K

A TEAM OF FOUR BRAVE
WOMEN SET OUT TO ROW
ACROSS THE PACIFIC
OCEAN FROM AMERICA TO
AUSTRALIA

I’m sailing 2,000 nautical miles offshore with
other sailors, what do I need?
An AIS MOB device supports localised rescue and
offers the most effective solution to recovering an
individual involved in a man overboard incident,
as it reduces time in the water and ultimately
fatalities. When an incident involves a vessel in
distress, rather than a MOB incident, localised
rescue is not necessarily an option. So, it is
advisable to carry an emergency beacon, such as
a 406 EPIRB on board the vessel too.
I paddleboard on rivers, should I consider
carrying an emergency beacon?
A PLB should be carried as a safeguard against
any life-threatening incidents that may occur
anywhere in the world, on land, sea or in the air.
Whether alone or in a group, carrying out your
sport or hobby, if you ever find yourself in a remote
area, without any other form of communication,
a 406 MHz PLB can be a life saver. PLBs should
not be used in cases where normal emergency
response exists i.e. a situation where a 999 call
can be achieved.
Can you also use a PLB or AIS when out
walking?
PLBs offer global coverage and can be used on
land, sea and in the air.
AIS MOB are marine devices, using a marine
frequency, as such they are not suitable for use
on land.

???
AVAILABLE GLOBALLY ON

#TeamCrewsaver
#CoxlessCrew
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wearer’s mouth freeboard, freedom of movement and
enhances the lifejacket’s turning-speed.

A lifejacket isn’t something
you can grow into
size guide; be sure to follow these guidelines to
select the correct size lifejacket for your child. If
you’re ever unsure, seek expert advice from the
manufacturer.
“Handy”, “comfy” and they love the whistles!
Lifejackets for children reviewed by children
Crewsaver’s comprehensive range of children’s
lifejackets covers everything from 100N inherently
buoyant, comfortable foam lifejackets to the first
ergonomic 3D designed lifejacket for juniors, the
Crewfit 150N Junior. Also, included is one of the
only baby and children’s lifejackets on the market
that is suitable for offshore use, the Supersafe
150N.

How to… choose
a lifejacket for
your child

But rather than reviewing them ourselves the
#LifejacketSafe crew thought we’d let the children
who wear Crewsaver talk about them!
Jude, age 9
“It’s nice and comfy. It’s got a pocket, which is
handy. It works… I mean the buoyancy does it’s
job!”

#LifejacketSafe Ambassador, Alison Willis

Alex, age 6
“It’s kind of a bit hard but after a while you get
used to it. It’s quite smooth on the inside… Overall
though the best one I’ve tried so far.”

Finding the right lifejacket for your child from
the wide range of options available can feel a bit
overwhelming, so we’ve put together this handy
guide to help.

Anna, age 9 & William, age 7 pointed out a use
that we bet Crewsaver hadn’t thought of when
designing their range!
“They have great pockets to keep your sailing
sweets in!”

Where are you heading?
Think about where you’ll be out on the water with
your child, and choose a lifejacket accordingly; in
the same way that you would choose a lifejacket
with more buoyancy for yourself if you were
heading offshore or wearing multiple layers of
clothing. Another feature to consider is whether
you require a harness attachment point*. Harness
attachment points facilitate the use of safety lines,
which are recommended when sailing in rough
weather or during overnight passages.
*Never harness yourself or a child to a vessel
travelling at high speed
Foam or gas?
For little ones, inherently buoyant foam lifejackets
are perfect, as they offer constant buoyancy. This
type of inherently buoyant foam lifejacket will
reduce fatigue during general in-water activities and
is perfect for surface watersports and swimming. It
is highly recommended to opt for a foam lifejacket
for younger children as they have been uniquely
designed to work with the child’s size and weight
distribution. For older children, a gas lifejacket
might be a better option, these are not inherently
buoyant but are designed to inflate automatically
when in contact with water. These look more like
adult lifejackets, and so might appeal more to preteens.
How much buoyancy?
100 Newtons (100N) is ideal for general inwater play and inshore use. However, if you’re
heading away from the shore, extra buoyancy is
needed for the type of clothing worn when sailing
offshore. Look for children’s lifejackets with 150N
of buoyancy. The increase in buoyancy results in
greater mouth freeboard (distance between airway
and waterline), quicker spin times, and increased
collar stability.
Sizing
Correct fit is essential! Children should never
wear adult lifejackets; a lifejacket definitely isn’t
something that they can ‘grow into’. Make sure
all adjustments (including crotch straps!) are
always used and adjusted to the ‘comfortably
tight’ position. A lifejacket that isn’t a suitable size
for them won’t work as it should. Don’t panic, all
children’s lifejackets should come with a handy

Noah, age 7, who has a Crewsaver Spiral lifejacket
“It’s very comfy to wear and it stops me from
drowning when I am sailing or swimming in the sea”

Inflation Mechanisms
When the first inflatable lifejackets were introduced,
they solely relied on the wearer inflating the bladder
orally through the oral inflation tube. A great start, but
not without its disadvantages!

Safer
By
Design

Today (thankfully) lifejackets have moved on a long way
from this and now include various inflation systems,
known as inflation mechanisms, which do not require
user intervention for activation. The obvious benefit
is that the lifejacket is designed to work even if the
wearer is unconscious. There are three key types of
inflation mechanism and even though the triggers of
activation are different, the common denominator is
that they utilise a CO2 cylinder for the rapid inflation
of the bladder.

Ergofit 290N Bladder

Technology in review
It’s what’s
inside that
counts.
Lifejacket design has changed immeasurably since
Dr John Wilkinson patented the first cork lifejacket
in 1765. Today’s inflatable gas lifejackets would be
unrecognisable to the seafaring community of the
1700s.

THE ONLY COMPLETE 3D LIFEJACKET RANGE

“Lifejackets are brilliant because they have a
whistle!”

TOP
TIPS
It’s easier to encourage your
child to wear a lifejacket if you
wear one too!
Be a #LifejacketSafe family.
Wear a lifejacket.

Manual: Must be manually activated by the wearer.

Over the years, bladders have become more resilient
and their design has become more sophisticated.
Using the ErgoFit 290N bladder (as seen above)
as an example, its sculpted 3D shape creates a
unique distribution of buoyancy that increases the

Bladder design

GAME

What is Fusion 3D? Innovative Fusion 3D technology moulds to the

shape of your body and sits off the neck giving the user total #LifejacketSafe
freedom of movement – it’s so comfortable you will forget you are wearing it.

FUSION 3D

®

CORNER

What size do I need?
Riddle This!
What nautical word looks the same
upside down and backwards?

A little fact
Why is the inflatable part of a
lifejacket called a bladder?
According to Wikipedia, the origins of the lifejacket can be traced back to inflated bladders
of animal skins or hollow, sealed gourds, used
for support when crossing deep streams and
rivers. Hence the term bladder!

Hydrostatic (Hammar) Automatic: Lifejacket will
inflate automatically after the inflation mechanism has
been in contact with water for a short period of time
and at a specified depth.

Features
The thinking behind lifejacket design begins with
approval standards and it is from these that lifejacket
manufacturers develop their designs. However,
lifejackets are not all created equal and it is important
to know what features are included and whether a
particular lifejacket is the best choice for your activity.
It is worth noting that all inflatable lifejackets must
include (in addition to the obvious!); a whistle, lifting
becket and retro reflective tape. On top of this, there
are additional features that increase your chances of
survival in the overboard environment that are worth
considering. These include a spray hood, light &
emergency beacon. See customise your lifejacket on
page 8.
Lifejackets have developed enormously over the
years. So next time you’re looking for a new lifejacket,
remember, it’s what’s inside that counts and
familiarise yourself with the features of the bladder.

Did you know?

Automatic: Lifejacket will inflate automatically after
the inflation mechanism has been in contact with
water for a short period of time.

The bladder is the very heart and soul of a lifejacket
and is the part that is actively working to increase your
chances of survival during an in-water emergency.

Jemima, age 7, is to the point!
“It’s good because it’s easy to put on and very light,
and that’s all I need to say!”

And on lifejackets in general, of all the arguments
you might try to use to get your child into their
lifejacket, Lucy, age 6 and Joel, age 4, have the
best one:

Lifejacket bladders come in many shapes and sizes
but their fundamental aim is to increase the distance
between the airway and the waterline (referred to
in the industry as mouth freeboard) and rotate the
wearer into a face up position.

Here we take a look at what you can expect to find
beneath the cover of modern-day lifejackets. After all,
your life may depend upon it.

Imogen, age 9
“It’s not too big, and not too small! It is very comfy,
easy to put on, and good to sail in.”

William, age 9
“It has straps that go between my legs. If you fall
out of your boat or need rescuing, it won’t come off
over your head and you’ll be safe.”

Do you know your inflation
mechanism types?

#LifejacketSafe Ambassador, Hazel Proudlock

Hugh, age 5
“I like my lifejacket because of the whistle, it’s
colour (yellow) and it means I can go in the water
because it keeps me safe.”

Hannah age 7
“I like it because it doesn’t get in the way. In the sea,
I can swim on my front, back and sides wearing it.”
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A lot of the bladder technology applied
and used in marine leisure products was
originally developed for the commercial,
defence or rescue service sectors?
See lifejackets for defence operatives on
page 7.

Word Jumble #LifejacketSafe Crossword
S

A

R

E

E

V

W

C

R

How many words of four letters
or more can you make from the
above?
Rules:

2

There is one 9-letter word that can be
made with the letters (this could be a
proper noun!).
Average
Good
Very good
Excellent

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

You must include the central
letter.
You can’t use a letter more than
the number of times it appears
above.
No proper nouns or plurals
alowed.

Scoring:
24-27 words
28-31 words
32-35 words
36+ words

1

12

13

14

15

16

ACROSS
1 SAFETY COMPANY CELEBRATING 60TH
ANNIVERSARY IN 2017 (9)
7 RACE ROUND THIS IN EARLY SUMMER (6)
9 ____________ SHAPE (4)
10 FOR EXAMPLE ROYAL SOUTHERN, (AB-		
BREVIATION) (3)
11 POINT ON A COMPASS (4)
13 NOT OFF-SHORE (2)
14 USED TO RAISE THE SAIL (7)
16 INITIALS OF BRITAIN’S VENDEE GLOBE 		
HERO (2)
17 SUPER STAR (4)
18 COMMON TERM FOR HEADS ON LAND (3)
20 THIS WAITS FOR NO MAN (4)
Crossword setter: Spriteman 21 A FASTENER (6)
24 ONE SIDE OF A VESSEL (9)

17
18

19

20

21
23
24

22

DOWN
2 TIE DOWN, AGAIN? (6)
3 WHAT IAN WALKER & ABU DHABI OCEAN
RACING DID IN THE 2014/15 VOLVO 		
OCEAN RACE (3)
4 SAILING EVENT WON BY TEAM NZ
(ABBREVIATION) (2)
5 SAFETY KIT AVAILABLE IN VALISES (9)
6 TYPE OF SAIL (9)
8 MEDIC (2)
9 SHOW CONTEMPT FOR (5)
12 FOLLOWING CHART OR TIDE FOR
EXAMPLE (5)
15 A SHIPPING AREA (6)
19 NOAH BUILT A BOAT IN THIS PART OF THE
BIBLE (ABBREVIATION) (2)
22 SURNAME OF GIRL WHO MIGHT HAVE 		
SHARED YELLOW SUBMARINE WITH JOHN
LENNON (3)
23 WAY OF SHOWING ALTERNATIVE, OFF		
SHORE RACING (ABBREVIATION) (2)
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KTS Seasafety
The Harbour, Kilkeel, BT34 4 AX
028 4176 2655

Norway
GAO Invest AS
Korvaldveien 89, Mjondalen, 3050
+47 90 08 60 71
Survitec
Gangstøvikveien 66, 6009 Aalesund
+47 70 15 87 00

Spain
Survitec
C/ José Agustín Goytisolo, Barcelona, no 33 nave B1
+34 902 488 388

United Arab Emirates
Elcome International LLC
Dubai Investments Park, 598-1211, Dubai
+00 971 4 812 1300
Solas Marine Services Co Llc
Dubai, P O Box 25445
+00 971 4 324 1804

United Kingdom
Survitec
20/22 Stephenson Street, Unit 1 & 2 Hillington Industrial Estate, G52 4JD
0141 891 5911

FIND YOUR NEAREST APPROVED
CREWSAVER SERVICE STATION
Australia
Survitec
Units A, F & G, 75 St Hilliers Road, Auburn NSW 2144, PO Box 6092
+061 2 9330 7000
Whitsunday Ocean Services
17 Loop Road, Airlie Beach, PO Box 4802
+61 7 4948 1366

Belgium
Survitec Service & Distribution Belgium
Vithoekstraat 4, Haven 1033, Zwijndrecht, 2070
+32 (0) 3 210 9595

SERVICING KEY

Survitec
625-649 Princes Road, DA2 6EF
01322 275513

LIFEJACKET
SERVICING
AVAILABLE

LIFERAFT
SERVICING
AVAILABLE

Survitec
4 Albert Road, Leith, EH6 7DP
0131 554 8531
Survitec
Kiln Lane, Worldwide Way, Stallingborough, DN41 8DY
01469 563800

Der Wassersportladen
Querenburger Straße 25, Witten, 58455
+49 2302 21113

Survitec
School Road Industrial Estate, Suffolk, NR33 9NB
01502 533100

Flensburger Yachtservice GmbH
Am Industriehafen 4, Flensburg, 24937
+49 4611 77270

Survitec
Harbour Road, Newlyn, TR18 5HA
01736 363094

Industrie- und Yachtausrüstung Reiner Treulieb
Am Strande 2, Rostock, 18055
+03 8149 22170

Survitec
Unit 1 Meadow Close, Langage Industrial Estate, Plympton, PL7 5EX
01752 331 442

Hong Kong

Survitec
Unit 5 West Quay Road, Southampton, SO15 1GZ
02380 337 666

France

D & M Enterprises Ltd
Unit 703, 7/F Henan Building, 90 Jaffe Road, 18055
+852 2827 5876

Survitec
214 Rue De Bruxelles, Zone Industrielle Les Estaches, Les Attaques, 62730
+33 (0) 321 00 08 10

Survitec
10 Tsing Yeung Circuit, Ground Floor, Unit A, G/F, Hung Cheung Industrial Centre
+852 2462 1438

Survitec
Route de Chatenet, Chevanceaux, 17210
+33 (0) 546 04 65 92

Ireland

Germany

CH Marine
Nautic House, Marsh Road, Skibbereen, West Cork,
+021 4315700

WSZ-Shop
Fischersteg 6, Königslutter, 38154
+01 7127 33320

Galway Maritime
Laurence House, Galway, Merchants Road
+091 566568

Survitec
Winsbergring 8, Hamburg, 22525
+49 4067 50960

Italy

SOSTECHNIC Sicherheitsausrüstung GmbH
Eckernförder Str. 163, Kiel, 24116
+49 4316 67284

Survitec
Unit 5 Valiant Way, Lairdside Technology Park, New Chester Road, CH41 9HS
0151 650 5600

Survitec
VIA Genova 5, Grosseto, P.O. BOX 210,
+39 0564 487 300

Netherlands

Survitec
Kingsway, Dunmurry, BT17 9AF
02890 301531

Crewsaver Product Registration
We recommend that all inflatable lifejackets and liferafts are serviced annually by an approved
Crewsaver Service Station. On completing the slip below and sending it to our offices we will register your
ownership of your new Crewsaver product. Your product details will be held on our system, which will help
us should you ever need to contact us with an enquiry.
Additionally, we will email you to remind you that your product might be due a service, helping to ensure you
remain safe when out on the water.

Survitec
Postfach 11 55, Angerweg 5, Eschershausen, 37632
+49 5534 3010

Survitec
T/A Oceana - Marin Assist, Sheffieldstraat 89, 3049 AN
+31 (0) 10 2380380

Name:..........................................................................................................................................................

Schulz & Fischer Wassersport
Gottlieb-Daimler-Str. 7, Konstanz, 78467
+49 7531 57442

New Zealand

Model of product purchased including the product part number:..................................................................

LENZ Rega-Port
Holzstr. 8, Düsseldorf-Medienhafen, 40221
+49 2113 06371
Adolf Dircks & Co.
Glashüttenweg 40, Lübeck, 23568
+04 5188 99504

Survitec
5 Lockhart Place, Auckland, 1060
+6421993178

Northern Ireland
CH Marine Ltd
Scrabo Business Park, Jubilee Road, Newtownards, BT23 4YH
028 9182 8405

Email Address:.............................................................................................................................................
Contact Number: .........................................................................................................................................
Name of the retailer you purchased your product from:................................................................................
Purchase Date: ............................................................................................................................................
Product Serial Number:................................................................................................................................
Tick to sign up to our mailing list and receive product service reminder.
Completed forms should be sent to the following:
FAO Crewsaver Sales Office, Survitec House, Lederle Lane, Gosport, Hampshire, PO13 0FZ, United
Kingdom

PUT THE LIFE
BACK IN YOUR
JACKET.
Register your Crewsaver
lifejacket or liferaft to receive
your free servicing reminder.

Why Register?
✓

We will send you email reminders to get your lifejacket or
liferaft serviced

✓

Your product details will be held on our system. This will be
very useful if you ever need to contact us with an enquiry or
if your lifejacket or liferaft is found

✓

Receive #LifejacketSafe safety tips

Registering your lifejacket or liferaft is easy!
Simply register at:
www.crewsaver.com/uk/product-registration

Would you trust your
life in the hands of
this lifejacket?
Don’t take the risk.
Look after your safety
equipment so it can
look after you.
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ANSWERS

Riddle This!
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Here you will find clever, highly effective and successfully
tried and tested shorthanded solutions for dealing with
everything from getting off and then back onto the dock
in a variety of wind and tide configurations, sail setting and
reefing, mooring and anchoring, to sailing in heavy weather
and new techniques for man overboard. This is all clearly
illustrated with straightforward diagrams and sequence
photos. 21 QR codes dotted throughout the book link to
online video demonstrations to bring the techniques to life.

The author covers groundbreaking and dependable
procedures for getting off (and then back on to) a berth,
anchoring, picking up mooring buoys, boat handling in
tides, fast flowing rivers, managing locks and even picking
up a man overboard. QR codes link to helpful instructional
action videos to clarify the procedures, and invaluable
advice is given about fuel monitoring, engine care and
maintenance - in fact all the essential issues that affect
motorboats.

Author: Duncan Wells
Price: £16.99

Author: Duncan Wells
Price: £16.99

100% Pantone PMS 158c
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Highly illustrated with step-by-step photographs, this
highly practical handbook tackles the most common
motorboating scenarios boaters will encounter, whether
cruising along a river or around the coast.
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Stress-free Sailing is the answer to single or shorthanded
crews’ prayers – a step-by-step handbook addressing the
most common sailing situations that anyone cruising will
have to manage.

Filename: SURVITECpos_PMS.eps Colourway:

Answer: SWIMS
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STRESS-FREE
MOTORBOATING

What nautical word looks
the same upside down and
backwards?

GAME CORNER
1

STRESS-FREE
SAILING

D

HELP OLIVER FIND WHERE HE IS
MOORED

A

B

C

D

CORNER
WITH OLIVER

Pssttt grown-ups, Oliver is the main
character in our children’s storybook, Oliver’s
Adventure, which comes free with selected
children’s lifejackets! It’s a great way to get
children to understand why wearing a lifejacket
is important.
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LIFEJACKET
AFLOAT		
BOAT		
WHISTLE

SEA
FUN
YACHT
INFLATION

Jokes
Q - What vegetable
do you not want on
your boat?
A - A leek
Q - What do sailor’s
children like to listen
to at bedtime?
A - Ferry tales!

BUOYANCY
WET
HARNESS
SAFETY

THE BEST WAY

Oliver and Jake’s Adventure
You should always
wear your lifejacket
when you are on
the water!

NEEEOOWWW!

I’m having so much
fun now I know I
am safe!

Hi, My name is Jake.

What was that noise?
I’d better go and see!

Oh no! What has
happened?!

I was going too
fast and I hit the
pontoon!

I’m the fastest boat
in the world!

I learnt the hard
way too.

Thank you Oliver!
I feel much safer
now I have my
lifejacket on.
It’s definItely the
best way!

CRAASH!
Oliver is wearing his lifejacket so he knows he
is safe!

Jake was going too fast and didn’t see the
pontoon in time.

Oliver rushed to see if anyone was hurt.

Oliver freed Jake from the pontoon and gave him a
spare lifejacket that he had onboard.

Jake was very lucky that he had Oliver nearby to
help him.

•

100% Process Blac

